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Mandate of the Insurance Broker (Proxy) 

Company:    …………………………………… 
Address:   ………………………………….... 
Registration Number: ………………………………….... 
/Client/ 
 
Company:    INSCOM-ICBA, s.r.o. 
Reg. No.;  ČNB Reg. No.:  242 71 888;  159146PM 
Office:    Bratří Čapků 1848/18, 101 00 Prague 10; Czech Republic 
Tel.;  E-mail:   +420 271 751 312,  +420 724 021 520;  info@inscom.cz;   
Reg. Seat; Web:   Opletalova 917/9, 110 00 Prague 1; Czech Republic; www.inscom.cz   
/Broker/ 
 
 
The Client authorises hereby, the Broker to represent the Client and act in Credit Insurance matters and 
Insurance Guarantees, hereinafter referred to as Meditation. The Mandate does not cover other types of 
insurance.  

 
The Mediation means the acting of the Broker on behalf of the Client, which consists in: 
- offering the possibility to contract, to change or to terminate insurance, including comparison of insurance 
- submission of proposals to contract, to change, or to terminate insurance 
- carrying out further preparatory work to contract, to change, or to terminate insurance 
- to perform the tasks necessary to procure the Client’s insurance interests, for example to support the 
granting of insurance limits by the insurer 
- providing advice to contract, to change, or to terminate insurance  
- assistance with insurance management, incl. the Brokers access to the on-line system of the insurer 
- assisting in the exercise of the Client’s insurance rights 
The Broker is entitled to authorize a third party to act.  
 
The Broker is not allowed to contract, to change or to terminate insurance, neither to take over insurance 
indemnity. 
Until the time of signing the Brokerage Agreement, the relationship is governed by the terms of the Order 
Contract (No. 89/2012, Civil Code). The Client confirms to the insurer the client´s claim for reward for the 
Mediation of the insurance for the following insurance period, according to the Distribution Act (No. 
170/2018). 
The Client explicitly declares that on the date of granting this Mandate, all other Mandates (Proxys) 
granted (for Mediation of Credit Insurance matters and Insurance Guarantees) with third parties have 
expired or been cancelled. 
 
Date:  ……………….. 
        …………………… 


